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TimbreTaiko  
RECORDING   SIMPLE   AUDIO   FROM   YOUR   TIMBRETAIKO  

Devices   and   Cords   Needed:  

1   kaDON   TimbreTaiko  

1   recording   device    (eg.   phone.   Note:   if   phone   is   an   iPhone,   you   will  
need   your   headphone   jack   adapter)  

1   sound   source    (another   phone   or   computer.   Again,   if   iPhone,   need  
headphone   jack   adapter)  

1   pair   of   wired   headphones    (or   plugin   speakers,   eg.   anything   to  
listen   through   to   monitor   audio)  

1   power   source    (eg.   external   battery,   power   bank,   wall   outlet.   Please  
note,   power   source   is   not   pictured   in   this   manual)  

2   auxiliary   audio   cables   (3.5mm)    (both   ends   will   have   the   same   tip.  
Tip   has   2   stripes)   
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https://www.amazon.com/slp/3-5mm-audio-cable/9u4kzrcj4gzaou4


1   combo   audio   adapter   ( 3.5   mm)   -   “splitter”   -    Must   have   a  
microphone   symbol   on   one   plug,   headset   symbol   on   the   other   plug,  
and   then   the   third   plug   has   a   tip   with   3   stripes.   
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https://www.amazon.com/Kingtop-Adapter-Tablet-Headsets-Version/dp/B01I3A47I4/ref=sr_1_17?dchild=1&keywords=splitter+microphone&qid=1587853132&s=electronics&sr=1-17


  

Instructions   to   Record   Only   TimbreTaiko   Sound  

1.         Insert   one   end   of   3.5mm   auxiliary   audio   cable   into   “MAIN   OUT.”   

Note:   Auxiliary   audio   cable   has   2   stripes.  
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2.         Insert   other   end   of   the   same   auxiliary   audio   cable   into   the   “splitter”  
cable.   Be   sure   to   insert   the   auxiliary   audio   cable   into   the   end   of   the   splitter  
that   has   the   MICROPHONE   symbol.  
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3.         Insert   splitter   cable   (with   the   tip   with   3   stripes)   into   the   recording   device  
that   you   will   be   using   to   record   the   audio   or   video.   In   this   sample,   the  
recording   device   is   a   phone.  

   

 

 

4.         Plug   your   headset   into   “HEADSET”   jack,   so   you   can   hear   the  
TimbreTaiko   when   you   hit   the   taiko.  
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  5.         Open   your   audio   recorder,   music   app,   or   camera   app   on   your   recording  
device.   (The   phone   in   this   example   is   an   android   Samsung   Galaxy.   As  
shown   below,   this   phone   informed   the   user   that   audio   is   recording   through  
headset.   Your   phone   may   show   something   different.)   

You   should   now   be   able   to   record   the   sound   of   TimbreTaiko   only.   The  
phone   will   only   record   the   sound   that   is   going   through   the   splitter.   Thus,  
any   ambient   noise   (eg.   someone   shutting   a   door,   a   sneeze,   someone  
walking   in;   those   sounds   will   not   be   picked   up).  

Use   your   audio   recorder   or   music   app   to   make   audio   tracks.   

Use   camera   app   if   you   want   to   make   videos   of   yourself   playing   taiko.  

(Image   below   shows   “HI-Q   MP3   REC”   app   on   left   and   Samsung’s   camera  
app   on   the   right.)  
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Directions   for   Recording   TimbreTaiko   with   Another   Audio   

(eg.   audio   track,   music   from   video,   metronome)  

6.         Plug   your   second   auxiliary   audio   cable   into   “AUX   IN”   and   the   other   end  
into   your   sound   source   (in   this   example,   the   sound   source   will   be   a  
computer).  

 

7.         Put   your   headset   on   and   play   your   sound   source.   You   should   be   able   to  
hear   your   music   from   sound   source   and   TimbreTaiko   through   your   headset  
at   the   same   time.   

8.         Record   on   your   device   using   the   methods   listed   above   with   the   splitter.  
Now   you   are   recording   both   the   audio   from   your   sound   source   and   your  
TimbreTaiko   at   the   same   time.  
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Sample   Setup   Below   

Note:   Power   Source   not   shown   below.   Please   make   sure   TimbreTaiko   is  
plugged   in   to   a   power   source.   Also,   your   recording   device   and   sound  
source   could   be   different   from   the   example   below.  
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Recording   Device   –   phone         Sound   Source   –   computer  
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Closer   View   

 

Closeup   of   Cords   Plugged   In 
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IMPORTANT   DISCLAIMER:  

The   below   method   of   directly   recording   the   TimbreTaiko   sounds   is   a   simple  
and   economical   method   as   it   involves   less   expensive   equipment.  

Thus,   the   quality   of   the   sound   recorded   is    NOT    as   optimized   as   recording  
through   a   proper   microphone   or   using   digital   audio   software   and   audio  
interface.   Thus,   if   you   want   to   make   higher   quality   tracks/videos   and   have  
the   best   TimbreTaiko   sound,   please   consider   using   higher   tech   resources.  

This   direct   method   of   recording   is   useful   for   quick,   simple,   fun   practice  
videos/tracks.  

  

NOTES:  

As   a   simpler   method,   your   recording   device   (like   your   phone)   might   not  
clearly   capture   the   sound   of   the   TimbreTaiko   if   TimbreTaiko   is   hit   too   hard,  
especially   for   the   low   tone   taiko   sounds   like   Nagado   54,   Okedo   54,   Special  
52,   and   Odaiko   120.   The   high   tone   taiko   record   a   bit   better,   but   if   hit   too  
loudly   or   too   close   to   the   center   of   the   TimbreTaiko,   the   sound   will   have  
static   or   sound   will   get   cut   short.  

Every   device   might   be   different,   but   possible   tips   for   recording   sound   is:  

1.         don’t   hit   too   hard  

2.         hit   around   the   center   and   not   actually   hit   the   TimbreTaiko   center.  

3.         record   using   high   tone   taiko   sound  
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Alternate   Method   to   Record  

You   may   also   record   by   plugging   the   3.5   mm   auxiliary   audio   cable   into  
“HEADSET”   instead   of   “MAIN   OUT.”   (See   below)  

The   sound   coming   from   the   HEADSET   is   at   a   lower   level   and   you   can  
control   the   output   level   with   the   headphone   nob,   but   the   disadvantage   is  
now   you   can   no   longer   listen   through   your   headset.   A   possible   alternative  
method   to   monitor   the   sound   is   to   plug   a   speaker   into   MAIN   OUT.   Then   you  
can   hear   what   you   are   playing.   Or,   if   you   put   your   headset   cord   into   MAIN  
OUT,   you   can   hear   it   a   little   bit.   
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